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Global Sports Plaza , currently plays in Romania. Gruev recorded 11 points in a mere 17 minutes on the court.
It was his first game for CSU Sibiu this season. His team is placed third in the Liga Nationala. But this is still
an early stage of the season and everything may happen. Gruev played for the Bulgarian senior national team
two years ago. Second place goes to former international guard Earl Rowland , college: Rowland recorded 9
points, 4 rebounds, 13 assists and 3 steals. It was his first game for Banvit BK this season. His team is placed
in the TBL. Rowland is a naturalized American. He played for the Bulgarian national team in Strangely
Rowland has never played in Bulgaria. The Bulgarian player who performed third best last week abroad was
an international power forward Hristo Nikolov , currently plays in France , who plays in the French ProA.
Nikolov could not help Pau-Lacq-Orthez in their last game on Saturday. Nikolov recorded 10 points and
added 4 assists. It was his first game for Pau-Lacq-Orthez this season. Nikolov played for the Bulgarian
national team one years ago. Small forward Martin Durchev , agency: He was the top scorer with 13 points.
Durchev also added 5 rebounds in a mere 18 minutes. It was his first game for Planasa NV this season. But the
bottom-ranked Planasa NV lost at home to the much higher-ranked 3 Burgos. Durchev is also Bulgarian
national team player. International power forward Dimitar Dimitrov , currently plays in Austria was not able
to secure a victory for Arkadia Lions in their game against Zepter Vienna in the Austrian A Bundesliga.
Despite his good performance last Monday He recorded 11 points and added 4 assists. It was his first game for
Arkadia Lions this season. Dimitrov used to play for the Bulgarian national team last year. Center Denis Agre
, college: He recorded 6 points and grabbed 7 rebounds in 34 minutes. It was his first game for Nassjo this
season. Nassjo was badly defeated on their home court in Nassjo by the leading Norrkoping Dolphins. Agre is
a former U18 international player as he played for the Bulgarian team eight years ago. Northeastern , currently
plays in Spain managed to help Cocinas. He recorded 5 points. It was his first game for Cocinas. His team is
placed fourth in the LEB Gold. Marshavelski is also Bulgarian national team player. The list of other players,
who all have Bulgarian passport but never been selected to any of Bulgarian national teams: Kee Kee Clark
PG, college: Despite his very good performance his team lost on the road to the lower-ranked 9 EWE Baskets.
Clark was the second best scorer with 15 points. He also added 3 assists in 35 minutes. It was his first game
for Cimberio Varese this season. Clark is a naturalized American. Apparently he has never played in Bulgaria.
Andre Collins PG, college: Collins recorded 11 points, 8 rebounds, 5 assists and 3 steals. It was his first game
for Sigma Barcellona this season. His team is placed seventh in the Lega Due Gold. But the season just
started, so everything may happen. Collins is currently fifth on the list of most steals. He is a naturalized
American. Apparently Collins has never played in Bulgaria. Ilian Evtimov F, college: Evtimov recorded 12
points and added 3 assists in 32 minutes. He has a dual citizenship: Pitard recorded 10 points, 7 rebounds and
3 assists in 29 minutes on the court. His team is placed in the ProA. Despite Pitard played previously for the
French U18 national team, he is currently a member of the Cameroonian senior national team. Second place
goes to former international forward Harding NaNa , college: Delaware , currently plays in Germany. He
recorded 11 points and grabbed 5 rebounds. This season he averages: NaNa played for the Cameroonian
national team in The Cameroonian player who performed third best last week abroad was an international
guard Jeremy Nzeulie , currently plays in France. Nzeulie recorded only 1 points and added 5 assists in 22
minutes. It was his first game for JSF Nanterre this season. His team is placed sixth in the ProA. Nzeulie is
another player who holds two passports: He is also a member of the Cameroonian senior national team. An
experienced power forward Victor Samnick , college: Georgetown , currently plays in France , who plays in
the French ProA could not help Chorale de Roanne in their last game on Saturday. He recorded a
double-double by scoring 10 points and getting the same number of rebounds. It was his first game for
Chorale de Roanne this season. Samnick is currently third on the list of best rebounders. He has both
Cameroonian and French nationalities. Samnick used to play for the Cameroonian national team back in He
recorded only 2 points. It was his first game for Entente Orleans 45 this season. His team is placed seventh in
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the ProA. Similarly like Samnick and Nzeulie above Curti also holds two passports: He plays currently for the
Cameroonian national team. Ekanga-Ehawa recorded 12 points in 29 minutes. They ended the series of three
consecutive loses. He has relatively good stats this season: Ekanga-Ehawa is a former international player as
he played for the Cameroonian senior team two years ago. Former international forward Arsene Towa ,
currently plays in Finland , who plays in the Finnish 1st Division second division was not able to help Kerava
Energia Team in their last game on Sunday. Towa recorded a double-double by scoring 15 points and getting
11 rebounds. He also added 3 blocks and 4 steals. Towa has been at the team for five years. He has
individually a very good season with high stats. He used to play for the Cameroonian national team two years
ago. The list of other players, who all have Cameroonian passport but never been selected to any of
Cameroonian national teams: He recorded 8 points and grabbed 6 rebounds in only 12 minutes. So far his
team won all four games in the Regular Season. He scored 16 points, grabbed 8 rebounds and made 3 blocks
in 26 minutes. Mua has individually a very good year with high stats. Njoya recorded 6 points.
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He received treatment for cancer of the immune system. He had gone to seek medical advice on his
deteriorating health. This story was first published in The Nation of February 14, His brother, father and two
sisters all died from pancreatic cancer. His mother had breast cancer that later moved to her pancreas. Now
Carter, 89, h a s melanoma that has b e e n found in his liver a n d brain. The exact cause of the cancer is not
clear; some 98 per cent of melanomas start with the skin. Genetic counselors say one thing is for sure: Many
families are cursed with cancer, and it can be absolutely terrifying. In some cases, as with breast cancer,
knowing you have a bad gene can help you make decisions, such as whether to have a mastectomy be- fore
cancer strikes. Talk to a genetic counselor before you go searching for bad genes, even if it costs a few
hundred dollars. According to the American Cancer Society, only about 5 per cent to 10 per cent of all cancers
result directly from inherited bad genes. He said the office of the SGF had N1. What could justify the
allocation of N1. The same office also has N In , N million was appropriated for software acquisition. In , the
subhead appeared again, gulping N million. Now in , N million was appropriated for it. Which
privately-owned company acquires computer software to the tune of N million - and more - every year?
Amina Zakari, has said that she is capable of handling the activities of the commission. She said she is not
oblivious of its challenges and successes. But party leaders, including some members of the Board of Trustees
BOT , are insisting that the Northeast should retain the position. It was, however, learnt that Dr. Jonathan
might play a key role in the choice of the new chairman. Sam Edo, the lectures are to foster interactions
Continued on page 58 leading the party. The party is awaiting the date for a mini-National Convention to elect
the chairman. A source, who spoke in confidence with our correspondent, said: As at August 14 , of the 22
states that applied for the federal government bond, 11 states have so far scaled through with respect to
submission of necessary documentation to support disbursement. The DMO is reviewing the additional
submissions by other states so that it comes as phase two of their programme. According to him, the CBN
governor attributed the situation to some of the following: He said the CBN governor told the Council that the
apex bank had come up with some policies to address the situation. Ibe Kachikwu in Abuja. She said what was
needed at the moment was the will to build on the achievements Amosun explained that NNPC Group
Managing Director Ibe Kachikwu briefed the Council on the ongoing reforms in the petroleum industry. He
said the Council was briefed that there was overall increase in power supply by 29 per cent as at the first
sixweeks of the new Administration, compared to the last weeks of the previous adminContinued on page 58
Agency of Nigeria NAN in Abuja yesterday that diabetes increases pregnancy related risks and causes lots of
negative effects to the mother and child. Fowler worked in the banking sector for about 20 years. Those who
will conduct the recruitment must be above board. Speaking with State House correspondents after the
meeting, Okiro said there had been a deficiency of about 19, policemen since Besides the 10, recently
approved for recruitment by President Buhari, Okiro said only 1, officers had been replaced of the 21,
deficiency since Over the years, more than 21, police officers had retired; some dismissed, some died between
and today. Of this, only about 1, were replaced. Of course, you are aware that a few days ago, Mr. President
said the police are going to recruit 10, Speaking on the meeting with the President, he said: Asked about any
specific di rective from the President, he said: The Permanent Secretary, James Obiegbu, said the President
was interested in the welfare of officers. If you know what it takes to keep patrol all over the country, keep
vehicles and men on the road, you will have an idea of how funding requirements of police can be. Tony
Duncan, the Ground Hog, Mr. The investors met with Governor Ben Ayade in Calabar yesterday. The meeting
is coming barely two weeks after Ayade led a trade delegation to the Republic of Ireland. A statement by the
Chief Press Secretary to the Governor, Christian Ita, said modalities had been worked out between the state
government and an Irish building firm, Affordable Building Concept International, to build affordable houses
in its effort to develop new cities. The investors will come with their technology and expertise and set up a
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factory where low-cost housing will be designed off site and the houses set up in less than three days. Its
spokesman, Alhaji Lai Mohammed, spoke in Abuja while addressing stakeholders in the energy sector at a
one-day electricity market conference organised by Stratex pro. Mohammed said the Federal Government
would use solar energy as a means to ensure that Nigerians got adequate power. According to him, APC
would use the small-scale method of power generation and encourage small-scale power investors to invest in
the industry. He said if government could encourage 20 investors to invest one megawatt per person, this
would amount to 20 megawatts and it would increase the quantum of power. Mohammed explained that the
old method of waiting for five or six years to build Hydro or Thermal plants would not allow APC to fulfill its
promise of stable power. He explained that there were two things working for APC. The party spokesman said
although APC had not done anything on power since it took over, yet power had stabilised. He said if APC
could in- achieve its promise of creating jobs. The Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Power, Dr Godknows
Igali, called on the Federal Government to assist the investors on solar power by getting access to land from
state governments. He said many investors, who wanted to invest on solar energy, found it difficult to acquire
land and C of O from state governments. According to him, much was done by the Federal Government to
develop the power industry. Igali explained that the major challenges facing power production in Nigeria were
the North and South loops, which had not been fixed. Victor Udo, has decried the absence of a transmission
work centre in Akwa Ibom State. Speaking with reporters, Udo said it was not good that each time there were
faults, the Transmission Company of Nigeria TCN deploys workers from the work centre at Calabar, the Cross
River State capital. Desmond Cullinane, hoped that they would achieve some measure of success in the state.
It was reported yesterday that an Ad Hoc Committee set up by the Speaker had recommended that the Deputy
Speaker ceases being the chairman of the Committee of the Whole House. However, in a reaction by his Chief
Press Secretary , Wole Oladimeji yesterday, the Deputy Speaker said there was no plan by the Speaker,
Dogara, to strip him of his powers. Besides, the report of the Ad Hoc Committee had neither been considered
nor adopted by the House, he noted. Therefore, a transmission work centre ought to be established in Akwa
Ibom State. The 11KV substation installed 10 years ago is no longer sufficient to meet the demands of the
people. Udo said providing this substations would amount to government providing mobile phone services or
building masts for telecommunication companies after privatisation. The deceased was supposed to have been
interred at the Hawkins Cemetery in Calabar, yesterday but his body did not arrive from Lagos as was
expected. The body was released late yesterday after the ceremony in Calabar. A vigil mass, presided over by
Rev Patrick Cochran on Wednesday evening, drew thousands of sympathisers. Delivering his homily at the
mass, Rev Cochran called for support and prayers for the family. He said life was a gift from God. We thank
God for your life and all it meant to us. We can only live with these memories. We are confident, blessed that
God has better plans for us because He is a good God. Lord, help us to know you more. All we wish and pray
is that your death brings others to know who God is. We love you, we miss you. Rest in the bosom of the
Lord. The names of passengers and crew. Joseph Wyatt Captain He said his administration would not tolerate
indiscipline. The President, who spoke at the National Productivity Day and conferment of National
Productivity Order of Merit award, said he had resolved to lead the productivity crusade and directed the
National Productivity Centre to put in place machinery for him to launch the Productivity Movement in
Nigeria. Clement Illoh, the President also directed the establishment of productivity and efficiency units in
Ministries, Departments and Agencies to drive the change agenda in the public sector. He assured that the
centre would be encouraged and empowered to ensure the implementation of this directive as well carry out its
mandate of ensuring a productive nation. There was a clear evidence that the system was not working the way
it should and the people had lost confidence and hope in the government hence the inevitable clamour for
change. Given the right political leadership and judicious management of human and material resources, the
Nigeria dream can still be attained. All we need is your support patience, loyalty, patriotism and perseverance.
We want to rebuild Nigeria into a competitive, virile productive economy; a state whose citizens are creative,
innovative, responsive, accountable, incorruptible, patriotic and diligent. To get to the promised land we must
leave take the battle to the doorstep of corruption. We want to rebuild Nigeria into a competitive, virile. We
are resolute in our commitment to fight corruption. A culture that will not only think of a measure of
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production or amount produced, but how good the resources had been combined and used to achieve
specific-designed results, in this regard. I shall personally lead the productivity crusade.
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Edited and planned by Ryan Daff ryandaff corp-intl. Phil Grainger philgrainger corp-intl. No part of the
Global Awards may be reproduced or transmitted in any manner or by any means without the prior permission
of the publishers. However, the publishers cannot accept responsibility for any errors and subsequent claims
made by any third parties. The euro area and EU economies are both estimated to have grown by 2. This
robust performance is set to continue in and with growth of 2. We should continue our work on ensuring that
the benefits of this growth are felt by all Europeans. We should use this time to make our economies more
resilient and deepen the Economic and Monetary Union. Growth is likely to remain solid The 2. The growth
forecasts for and have also been raised since November for both the euro area and EU economies: This is a
result of both stronger cyclical momentum in Europe, where labour markets continue to improve and
economic sentiment is particularly high, and a stronger than expected pick-up in global economic activity and
trade. Strong demand, high capacity utilisation and supportive financing conditions are set to favour
investment over the forecast horizon. Core inflation, which excludes volatile energy and unprocessed food
prices, is expected to stay subdued as labour market slack recedes only slowly and wage pressures remain
contained. Headline inflation will continue to reflect the significant influence of energy prices and is forecast
to rise modestly. Inflation in the euro area reached 1. It is forecast to remain at 1. Risks to this growth forecast
remain broadly balanced. Economic growth could exceed expectations in the short term as indicated by the
high level of sentiment. In the medium term, high global asset prices could be vulnerable to a re-assessment of
risks and fundamentals. Downside risks EUROPE related to the uncertain outcome of the Brexit negotiations
remain, as do those associated with geopolitical tensions and a shift towards more inwardlooking and
protectionist policies. CMI surveyed more than 1, managers from across the private, public and charity sectors
on their outlook for Managers are battening down the hatches, prioritising controlling costs over investing in
development â€” particularly in their staff. But this short-termism feeds a vicious downward cycle. We need to
rebuild confidence and nurture growth through investing in people. Its advisers provide clients with
personalised, individual and efficient legal advice to the highest professional standards. Kersten Bankler,
partner at the firm, noted: It also has particular strength in environmental law and energy law. Further major
practice areas of the firm are payment services law, public administration, employment and real estate.
Corporate restructuring and strategic reorganisation is one of our core practice areas, and is part of our daily
business. Therefore, we ask the important questions and work together with our clients to help them to work
out strategies, resolve problems and find solutions. We have a fresh and innovative approach to the practice of
law, and we deliver prompt, efficient and practical advice. For many of our clients, besides the high quality of
our legal advice, our major advantage is our highly personalised service. We really do care about each and
every client. What makes us stand out is our strongly personal approach, tailor-made advice, short
decision-making routes, quick response time and an efficient, solutionorientated way of working. Our Austrian
clients as well as our international clients especially appreciate our expertise in the area of corporate law, and
our mission to fully understand their business. Representation before state courts or arbitral tribunals is one of
our core areas of practice, and our services cover preliminary remedies and enforcement of foreign judgements
and arbitration awards â€” also offering a full-service legal claim management for prompt and efficient debt
collection. GRATA International is a global team representing different countries and nationalities, and which
has experience advising on all areas of law. Since its establishment, GRATA Azerbaijan has provided legal
services to companies engaged in business in different fields of industry, including oil and gas,
pharmaceuticals, communications, banks and international financing, transportation and construction. The
team includes lawyers with extensive experience in this area, gained at some of the largest Kazakhstani
companies as in-house lawyers as well as in law 10 Global Awards The firm provides the following services
in the area of corporate and labour law: The firm was initially founded by Mr Antonis Paschalides under a
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different setup back in as a general practice firm and, through its various stages of evolvement over the years,
has emerged with its current structure as of October It has traditionally maintained a very strong and
knowledgeable litigation team and represented top Cypriot clients, including all the major banking institutions
of the island. The reputation of the firm has allowed it to work in cross-border transactions alongside some of
the biggest international law firms, exposing it to transactions of an impressive magnitude. The aim of the firm
has always been to create strong and long-standing relationships with its clients and associates, and this is
reflected in its projects, which have included some of the most significant investments made in Russia and
Eastern Europe over the last 30 years. Furthermore, we can assist in dealing with all the relevant authorities, as
well as procedures and regulations in acquiring and complying with all relevant legislation and regulations.
Many clients are not happy with procedural challenges, and in Cyprus, there is shortage of suitable land. Some
clients face difficulties in raising competitive financing, while others face a lack of coordination between the
competent authorities. Our services are offered across a broad range of industry sectors, including: Partner
Gary Kitt noted: When they occur, our practical initiatives to lessen their effect can maintain project
performance, avoid delays and minimise business interruptions. Our international capability, coupled with
local support, local resources and local knowledge, brings the right combination of skills to produce a positive
outcome. We deliver tangible, measurable economic benefits. Our ability to deploy large, skilled teams in
global locations without delay can stop a dispute escalating into a long-running conflict. We embrace the latest
developments and are committed to the use of efficient IT systems, data management and modelling
techniques. Moreover, we have experienced a marked increase in our international dispute work over the last
five years, particularly in the provision of expert witness services on high-value mega projects in the Middle
East and Africa, where there has been recent investment in oil, gas and petrochemical and infrastructure
projects respectively. Our Contract Solutions team offers dispute resolution services across the whole life of a
dispute, whether it be as soon as an issue arises providing claim or defence support to our clients, with the
target being to settle the dispute; to providing expert advice or opinion once a formal dispute has crystallised
and proceedings have commenced; and all the way to acting as a dispute resolver. Its clients and their legal
advisers benefit from their strong commercial backgrounds and associated sector and industry insight. The
core of the team has worked together for more than 10 years and is able to form multidisciplinary teams that
eliminate duplication inherent with independent delay and quantum teams â€” seamlessly adjusting the skills
mix and team size to meet the challenges of dispute proceedings and ensure client value. Debt Recovery is a
core area of our business and we are a one stop shop for the benefit of our clients in all forms of debt recovery,
both in the UK and internationally. Ranked as one of the best in London having been listed in the Legal
directory as recommended specialists in this area. We provide a commercially orientated fast, efficient and
effective service enabling our clients to focus on the running of their own business rather than spending
excessive time and money pursuing outstanding debts. We have a strong reputation of recovering money when
debts have been disputed. We provide a full service for all of our clients including locating their debtor and
pursuing them through County Court, High Court and Insolvency Proceedings. We also receive volume
instructions from Insolvency Practitioners in respect of outstanding book 12 Global Awards debts and apply
for their appointment for and on behalf of our clients. Whilst we are based in London we provide both a
national and international debt recovery service through our network of established contacts. We have
developed a bespoke online Devonshires portal. This enables our clients to provide us with online instructions
for a fast and efficient debt recovery process. Clients can monitor us online and specifically our speed of
response, speed of action and rate of success. This provides a more secure platform to download their
documents to us. For our clients we host our successful Credit Clubs throughout the year which provides
regular details as to the developments within the law and the opportunity to meet the Debt Recovery team
which include members of The Institute of Credit Management, including the current Chair of the London
branch and R3, the Association of Business Recovery Professionals. Devonshires Solicitors, a full service law
firm in the heart of the City of London, was founded in and comprises of over lawyers. The firm was founded
in in the British Virgin Islands and our size and depth of experience in the BVI is unmatched. Following a
decade of expansion and strategic growth, our identity today is that of a multi-faceted, global organisation
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with depth around the world. Our network is the largest among offshore firms and we have a presence in more
than 12 locations globally including market facing offices in Hong Kong, London, Montevideo, Sao Paulo,
Shanghai, Singapore and Vancouver. We currently have staff worldwide including more than qualified
lawyers. We have been at the forefront of the development of offshore jurisprudence for decades and have
been involved in the most significant global disputes, winning keynote victories for our clients and often
helping shape the law. Acting for a number of institutional defendants on a multi-billion claw back claim;
Phillip Kite Litigation and insolvency practice Phillip Kite is the global head of litigation and insolvency at
Harneys. He joined the firm in and has been a partner since Acting on ongoing litigation concerning a BVI
company worth several hundred million dollars. Its lawyers are fluent in many languages. Superb client
service is at the centre of everything it does. Clients will benefit from a skilled and experienced partner
managing all matters. Commercial and legal objectives are paramount and The Khan Partnership works
collaboratively to achieve client goals and secure the best outcome. The firm is available 24 hours a day, days
a year, wherever clients are in the world or whenever its services are required. When litigation is the only
option, the firm has an excellent track record in pursuing and defending cases through the courts including the
English Court of Appeal, the Supreme Court and the European Court of Justice. Over the last decade the firm
has been ranked in the top tiers of independent legal guides Chambers UK and Legal and since Best Lawyers
USA, for its skills in advising clients on tax, customs duty and excise duty. When settlements cannot be
reached, the firm has successfully litigated and defended cases worth billions of pounds in the First-Tier Tax
Tribunal, Upper Tribunal, Court of Appeal and the Court of Justice of the European Union. It accompanies
international insurers and companies from various industrial sectors, namely automobile industry, health
sector, medical devices, solar industry, power plants etc. The dynamic team includes six partners: Each
member of the dynamic multilingual team has acquired a specific international expertise in the field of product
liability and industrial risk allowing them to constantly innovate and provide its clients with the most efficient
solutions. Each member of the team is accustomed to this specific proceedings which involves to go beyond
the pure legal thinking and to combine it with a scientific, technical approach. In this respect, EBA has
established over the years a great network of experts in different industrial fields. Wolfram Schiweck
Managing Partner Tel: Area of Practice Intellectual property is a valuable asset that requires lasting protection.
The firm builds a comprehensive protection portfolio with clients and applies for their protective rights at the
national and international level, as well as enforcing and defending their rights against third parties. The firm
represents its clients in legal disputes and assists in infringement proceedings and dispute settlement. The
opening-up of new markets requires evaluations on freedom to operate to be carried out â€” a key practice of
the firm. Its focus is also on the latest developments in the legal protection of industrial property rights, in
particular on the current judicial practice of the European Patent Office, the Bundesgerichtshof [German
Federal Supreme Court] and of the European Court of Justice. Philosophy Innovative ideas require innovative
strategies for protection. As a committed patent firm providing specialist services, Schiweck Weinzierl Koch
represents the interests of its clients with utmost care and expertise.
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Clara recognized a pressing human need and did something practical to address it. In the month before his
assassination, President Abraham Lincoln wrote: "To the Friends of Missing Persons: Miss Clara Barton has kindly
offered to search for the missing prisoners of war.
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